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The Florida Irrigation Society has
closed the book on another successful Water Summit Annual Conference
thanks to our members, sponsors
and instructors. FIS Event Chairman
Jeff Snyder and the Southwest FloriMatt Eaton
da Chapter hosted the event, and
thank you for your hard work! Plans
for the 2013 are underway and
thanks to those of you who have provided input
as to the location preference. Look for details of
next summer’s Water Summit very soon.
The Society has been extremely busy this year
managing multiple projects including the Water
Summit Annual Conference, state licensing
efforts, producing and implementing statewide
educational classes, developing a chapter charter, collaborating with the Irrigation Association
to produce one of the best IA shows in recent
years and, last but certainly not least, painstakingly vetting and routing a request for proposal,
evaluating proposal submissions and selecting an
association management company to take over
the daily administration of our Society.
Please join us at the IA Show Conference at
the Orange County Convention Center November 4-5 and help us welcome the latest addition
of our organization, Associations Direct Founding Partner/Strategic Director, Tom Bohn, Executive Director Joe Sorrentino, and Administrator
Annette Sanchez. Trust me when I say no one
could be happier with the results of the process
or to be done with it––whichever came first!
In all seriousness, many of our current board
directors have had the good fortune to work with
Tom and his team at Associations Direct and feel
extremely confident that we are in good hands.
We’re sure you’ll see many improvements within
our organization begin to take place quickly.
I would be remiss to not mention several of the
board directors and their associates that have
worked tirelessly for the past several months to
ensure a smooth transition with every aspect of
this organization. I could not be more proud to be
a part of this current administration and the team
effort that has taken place. It has been a privilege
and an honor to serve with you.
Since this will probably be my last President’s
message, I need to say that we have come a
long way this year. Hopefully, the Society is now
in a better place, however, we still have a long
way to go. We need to focus on doing a better
job communicating between the state and the
individual chapters or sections.

One of the improvements I hope to roll out with Associations Direct immediately is
making sure that a state executive board member and one of the Associations Direct
employees attend each local chapter at least once within the next few months to further discuss all the goings-on of the organization. It is extremely important to maintain better connectivity to the state organization, and if our members cannot make it
to our general membership meetings that occur twice a year or read our various publications, we need to bring the message directly to the chapters.
The relationship between the state and the chapter is a two-way street, whereas the
chapters exist solely because of the state organization (which is in place to support its
membership). When issues arise, local chapters are encouraged to involve the state to
ensure consistency in how the issue is handled. We have taken the first steps to resolving this issue in that we have identified that there is a problem. We have also hired a
management company to provide the much needed consistency in communication.
It has been a long time since we’ve had a large support staff to assist with our
efforts and be the sounding board for relaying the information to the proper chairperson/staff, etc. Conversely, we have never had so many obstacles occurring within
our industry. So how we deal with these problems has never been so important.
Let’s embrace the inevitable change that is occurring in our industry and in our
organization and continue to make the Florida Irrigation Society a unified voice for
all of our constituents.
Please join your Florida Irrigation Society as we host this year’s Contractor & Business
Reception at the IA Show, November 5, from 3:30 p.m. – 5 p.m. on the tradeshow floor.
Hear what your colleagues are doing in the market, meet industry leaders, get first hand
explanations of new regulations from officials that create policy, and check out the new
products and services manufacturers and distributors are offering. Register now or visit
fisstate.org to register. We look forward to seeing you in November!
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CHAPTER & INDUSTRY NEWS

Get Involved Locally & Meet
Fellow Professionals

Dade/Broward Chapter: This
Chapter organized in 1987 is a combination of contractors, distributors, consultants, and manufacturers from the Dade
and Broward County area. This Chapter
has a strong membership who is active in
all aspects of the Florida Irrigation Society.
Northeast Florida Chapter: The
Jacksonville Chapter was re-established in
late 2004, and was named the Northeast
Florida Chapter. This Chapter has strong
membership that has become quite active
with the Society.
Northwest Florida Chapter: In the
3.5 years since the founding of the chapter, they have maintained a strong core
group and grown membership. Members
continue to talk about the impending
changes coming our way in the state and
how important it is to stay informed.
Monthly meetings are held on the second
Tuesday of every other month.
Palm Beach/Martin Chapter: The
Palm Beach/Martin County Chapter was
reorganized in 2007 with the assistance
of Bob Johnson and Spencer Phillips.
Southwest Florida Chapter: The
Southwest Florida Chapter was reorganized in early 2006. This Chapter is diligently working with the cities and counties in their area regarding unlicensed
contractor issues and ordinances.
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Tampa Bay Chapter: The Tampa
Bay Chapter is one of the largest local
Chapters of the Florida Irrigation Society.
The members of this Chapter have
worked hard over the years to provide
member services, member training, coordination with local government bodies,
and enhanced their value to all citizens in
their area. The Tampa Bay Chapter has
worked hard and spent much personal
time making sure codes are fair, logical,
and enforced properly
Volusia County Chapter: The Volusia County Chapter consists of contractors, consultants, distributors, manufacturers from the Daytona Beach, Port Orange,
and local areas. The Chapter is quite
active in proposed irrigation ordinances
with helping in the setting of guidelines
for fair and practical irrigation.
For more information, visit www.fisstate.org or call 813-839-4601.

CHAPTER & INDUSTRY NEWS

Northeast Chapter Fishing Tournament

The Creek Wars Triple Challenge
Fishing Tournament will be held on

October 13 at the Jim King Park and
Boat Ramp at Sisters Creek Marina in
Jacksonville. Proceeds will benefit the
Wolfson Children's Hospital and the
Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation. A
mandatory Captains Meeting will be
held at Strike-Zone Fishing (courtyard)
on Oct.12 from 6:00 to 8:30 p.m.
Register on-line or at select business
locations. Sponsors for the tournament, to name a few, are Champion
Brands Inc., Rowe's IGA Stores and
Strike-Zone Fishing. For more information, registration and sponsorship
opportunities contact Kirk Wurster
904-483-6212 or visit our website
www.creekwars.com.

Got Irrigation News? Our editorial staff would love to hear from you. Please
send your press releases and photos from the field to FIS@wrightgrp.com.
We are always looking for ideas, suggestions, photos and authors!

Help Homeowners
Reduce Pollution

The Florida Yards & Neighborhoods
Program was developed to address serious problems of pollution and disappearing habitats by enlisting homeowners in the battle to save our natural
environment. This program provides
special educational and outreach activities directed at the community to help
residents reduce pollution and enhance
their environment by improving home
and landscape management. Learn
more at www.floridayards.org.
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CHAPTER & INDUSTRY NEWS

Florida Water Summit Unites Irrigators
If water is your business, the 2012 “all new
and improved Florida Water Summit” offered
something for you. Held at the beautiful Sanibel
Harbor Resort in Fort Myers, the conference
covered a wide array of important issues facing
today’s irrigation industry, from sales and marketing to customer service and social media.
As the name suggests, this year’s event
presented attendees with new and exciting
resources, including two full days of educational tracks that featured nationally recognized presenters. Jim Huston led off the management track sponsored by K Rain, giving
great advice on how to capture business
expenses and successfully estimate work in a
down economy.
The second day of the management track
featured Jeff Carowitz, who shared revolutionary ideas on how to use social media as an
inexpensive way to market a company and
create a buzz. Kevin Dougherty with Floridabased Kevlar Consulting gave an energetic
presentation on time management and customer service sponsored by John Deere Land-

scape. In a fun exercise, seminar participants
took turns role-playing as difficult customers
and learned how to defuse anger to make the
conversation productive.
Nearly two dozen industry professionals
joined Kurt Thompson for his two-day class
sponsored by FIS Outdoor to prepare for the
Irrigation Association’s Certified Landscape
Irrigation Auditor exam. This and other IA
certifications are an excellent way to differentiate you and your company from the sea of
service providers.
A special thanks goes out to the Southwest
Florida Chapter for hosting the event. Southwest Florida and Tampa Bay Chapters invited
attendees and their families to barbeque on
the Sanibel Causeway. Face painting and
games for kids and adults were part of the
event, as was finger licking good food.
In all, the event was very successful and
attracted more than double the attendees of
the 2011 conference. Mark you calendars
now to attend next year’s event, scheduled
for July 31 to August 3, 2013.

FIS Leaders
Named for 2013
The Florida Irrigation Society Board
of Directors is pleased to announce
the nominees for the 2013 Executive
Officers: President Tom Super (of
Nature’s Blueprint in Fort Myers); Vice
President Spencer Phillips (of
Research Irrigation in Medley); Secretary Andy Voelz (of Toro/Irritrol based
in Bradenton); Treasurer Jeff Davidson (of Davidson Landscape & Irrigation in Valrico). Connect with them
online at www.fisstate.org/boardofdirectors.html.
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he Irrigation Show hosted by the
Irrigation Association has long
been the highlight of the year for
the irrigation industry worldwide.
It historically draws thousands of agriculture, turf and golf irrigation professionals
seeking to learn about the newest technology, add certification credentials and
attend the industry’s leading educational
courses and seminars.
Over the years, the event has grown
to include allied associations and industries such as landscape lighting and
water gardening. At this year’s Irrigation
Show in Orlando, FL, from November
2-6, at the Orange County Convention
Center, the Florida Irrigation Society is
joining forces with the Irrigation Association to add some unique events that
are sure to add value to the experience
for both the attendees and exhibitors
alike. Look for time, location and details
of all the events in the IA Show Guide
when you arrive.

T

The Job & Career Fair
This will be held on Monday, November 5 from 11 am to 2 pm at the Irrigation Show. The fair is focusing on
attracting and placing skilled applicants
with landscape and irrigation industry
12 PIPELINE

employers such as manufacturers,
wholesale & retail distribution, installation & service contractors, resorts &
theme parks, municipalities, plant &
nursery growers, and agribusiness.
Other partners in the fair are the Florida
Nursery, Grower and Landscape Association (FNGLA), along with the state-supported workforce assistance agencies
Employ Florida, and Employ Florida Vets.
Additionally, there will be leading
educational providers and colleges that
offer professional development courses,
as well as two-year and four-year degrees
in horticulture, irrigation and agriculture,
including the IA Education Foundation,
IA certification programs, as well as the
FNGLA certification programs. This is the
first of what the IA hopes to be a regular
event at the Irrigation Show. It is free to
both prospective employees and
recruiters, and includes a badge to
attend the Irrigation Show for that day.
Register for the fair at www.fisstate.org
today! See more about the Irrigation
Show at www.irrigation.org.

FIS Florida
Contractor &
Irrigation Business
Reception
This is a special event
sponsored by the FIS
members for all Florida
contractors and irrigation
businesses attending the
Irrigation Show on Monday, November 5, from
3:30 pm until 5:00 pm
on the tradeshow floor.
Meet and mingle with
the Florida business people working for a better
irrigation industry, share
your views and needs
with other irrigation
business professionals or
just enjoy the refreshments, food and fun. There will be a
prize drawing during the event for those
in attendance. Tickets will be available at

the tradeshow booths of all Florida business exhibiting at the Irrigation Show, as
well as the FIS, FNGLA and IA booths.
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By Wayne Wheeler, General Manager,
Seasonal Source
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Holiday decorating is one of the fastest growing professional
services offered by irrigation contractors according to several
national trade publications. Demographic trends like an aging
population, two-income career families and a desire for a
hassle-free lifestyle have driven the demand for professional
decorating services at residential, commercial and institutional
sites.Why have leading irrigation contractors decided
to pursue this new service?

J

ust a handful of holiday decorating installations can provide
a significant boost to your cash
flow and profits during the traditional slow months of November and
December. Holiday decorating helps you
keep your crew busy and recover overhead costs when jobs are scarce. Plus,
it’s a great way to keep in touch with
your valued customers.
Holiday decorating services include
installation, removal and storage. These
are needed every year. Business owners
rely on holiday decorations to bring in
Christmas shoppers, so they decorate
regardless of the economy. Upperincome homeowners and the elderly
appreciate hassle-free decorating that
saves time and effort. Once customers
purchase professional holiday decorating
services, they become repeat buyers,
season after season.
Manufacturers make it easy to get started in holiday decorating. Many of them
supply complimentary marketing materials, training classes and field support from
professional distributors. With support
from local wholesalers, there is no longer a
need to purchase a franchise to add holiday decorating to your service offering.
Learn how easy it can be to add this
in-demand service to your offering and
do your first project or two this holiday
season. You’ll quickly find that this is a
great fit for your irrigation business.
To watch how-to video tutorials on
how to install holiday lighting, plan
power supplies and wiring, please visit
http://seasonalsource.com/topic/13how-to-video-tutorials.aspx. Seasonal
Source is a manufacturer of holiday dec-

orating supplies for professional installers
and products are sold through irrigation
wholesale distributors.

Contractor Tips:
Tip #1: Remember, water always
flows downhill, so be careful with
extension cords running from the
roofline! A cord that runs down to
the outlet can welcome water, which
will cause the GFI to trip. The trick:
loop the cord at the roofline or
downhill before entering the outletwater never flows up hill!
Tip #2: When hanging a wreath, make
sure you anchor it from two positions
so the wind doesn’t blow it back and
forth and put marks on the house.
Tip #3: Did you know you can
mount a lighted wreath on a front
door by running your small 18g
lamp cord up the inside of the
weather stripping on the hinge side
of the door? Works great!
www.fisstate.org 15

By Kurt K. Thompson, Owner, K. Thompson & Associates, LLC
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W

here is the efficency in
drip? What kind of ques-

tion is that? Of course drip
irrigation is efficient! At
least that is the universally held belief. It
is an accepted and proven fact that drip
emitters are the most uniform means of
applying water in the landscape – 20%
to 50% better than any overhead sprinkler. So how could anyone doubt the
efficiency of drip irrigation?
Let’s begin the investigation by
defining “efficiency”. To paraphrase a
number of “official” definitions, efficiency can be described as:
The percentage
of the total amount
of water that is
Fig.1
metered which goes
to the beneficial use
of the plant.
For example, if
an irrigation zone
was operated long
enough to put out
300 gallons as
metered at the
source, what percentage of those
300 gallons went to
the beneficial use of
the plant? In order for it to benefit the
plant, it must go where the roots are
present and not beyond, and only in an
amount that the soil can hold within
that root zone (depth & width).
A strange thing about efficiency: It is
impossible to actually measure in the
field because of where the water goes if
not just to the root zone – pipe or tubing leaks, evaporation, runoff, water that
goes where there are no roots (below
the roots, sidewalks, leaf surfaces), etc..
Because of this, the only way to
approach achieving a higher efficiency is
to avoid the things that adversely affect
this theoretical measurement, and
implement the more positive factors.
The factors that affect efficiency can
be grouped into three categories:

 Uniformity – Optimum pressure,
spacing, and flow
 Management – Proper timing for
soil and plants
 Maintenance – Keep it working like
originally installed

UNIFORMITY
To understand the first factor of efficiency, we need to examine the three
elements that affect uniformity – Pressure, Spacing, and Flow. The closer all
three are to “optimum”, the higher the
uniformity. This leads to the question:
“Who establishes what is optimum pressure, spacing, or flow of any sprinkler or
emitter?” Answer:
The manufacturer of
each specific device.
(Note the term optimum is used and
not “perfect”, “correct”, “proper”, etc.
because optimum is
not an absolute.
Optimum can vary
by product type
and the application.) If any one of
the three elements
of uniformity is
affected, the other two are affected.
This relationship is represented as the
Uniformity Triangle (Fig. 1).
The first element of uniformity is the
operating pressure of the emitter or
sprinkler. Because the generally accepted practice for drip in landscape is to
use pressure compensating emitters
and/or a pressure regulator at the zone
valve, the pressure at the drip emitter is
typically optimum. Without either or
both methods of pressure control, the
uniformity of the emitters can be considerably diminished.
The second element of uniformity is
the flow of the emitters. This is the rate
in which the emitters apply the water.
For drip, the unit of measure for flow is
gallons per hour (GPH). This means the
flow rate of drip emitters (and micro
www.fisstate.org 17

Fig.2

sprays) can be one-sixtieth of the flow
rate of sprays and rotors (GPM). This
leads to the common misconception
that the precipitation rate of drip is also
much lower than rotors or sprays. (This
will be discussed later in the article.)
The flow of a drip emitter, like a sprinkler nozzle, is determined by the manufacturer. Emitter flow rates commonly
used in the landscape are 0.5 GPH, 1
GPM, and 2 GPH. In actuality, even
though the emitter is call a 1 GPM emitter, the flow rate might be slightly different such as 0.6 0.9 GPH. Be sure to look
at the literature for the specific brand
and model of emitter when designing a
system or calculating runtimes.
Selecting an emitter that is appropriate for the operating pressure and spacing affects the uniformity. But having
the appropriate flow per emitter AND
total number of emitters to supply an
adequate amount of water to each plant
type within the drip zone is a major driver of efficiency in drip.
For example, a typical landscape bed
will have a number of different types of
plants. Each type will probably have a
different height and width at maturity, as
well as different growth rates. In addition
to these variables, the same landscape
bed probably has plants with different soil
moisture condition in which they thrive.
18 PIPELINE

Some prefer drier soils, and some prefer
wetter soils, but all being watered on the
same irrigation (drip) zone.
To achieve the highest efficiency,
each of these variables affecting the
water need of the different plants within
the zone should be satisfied. The size
and number of emitters per plant will
have to be adjusted to deliver as close to
optimum soil moisture as possible to be
considered efficient. This will require an
understanding of the plant’s water
needs. A good general source for this
information for the state of Florida is the
Florida Water StarSM Waterwise plant
data base
(http://publicserver2.sjrwmd.com/waterwise/search.jsp).
The third element of uniformity is
spacing. In terms of uniformity, it is
important to space the emitters so that
the wetting patterns overlap much like
the spray patterns of over-head sprinklers, as shown in Fig. 2. To get the best
uniformity, the spacing should be optimum for the pressure, flow, and soil
type. Many manufacturers have data on
the size of the wetting pattern based on
these variables.
For efficiency, it is as much about
where the emitters are not covering as
much as where they are. The emitters
should be placed to deliver water to the
soil where the roots are (or will be) and
avoid placing emitters where there will
not be any roots. Watering soil without
roots is as efficient as watering the sidewalk. When using in-line emitter tubing,
particular attention should be paid to
avoid this significant inefficiency.
Unnecessary soil moisture also promotes
weed growth.
Uniformity plays a crucial role in the
overall drip zone efficiency. The closer
each of the three elements is to optimum, the better the uniformity. While
optimum pressure and flow are relatively
simple to achieve, the optimum spacing
and adequate soil moisture for each
plant type within a zone can be the

more problematic to achieve acceptable
uniformity and efficiency.
The saving grace for balancing uniformity with efficiency may be the fact
that landscape plants, for the most
part, are pretty forgiving when it
comes to precise placement of water.
Shrubs, trees, and ground cover have
much larger root zones in relationship
to the size of the plant than a turfgrass plant. In other words, once
established, landscape plants have a
larger water-receiving “antenna” to
pick up water.
(Author’s Note: It is highly recommended that a formal drip irrigation training course is taken to learn the essentials
of designing a system with drip.)

formulas that can be used to calculate
the precipitation rate for a dip zone:

For single or multiple
emitter wetting pattern or
total drip area:
PR = 1.605 x Qgph A

WHERE

PR = precipitation rate {inches per hour}
Qgph = flow rate

{gallons per hour}

A = area {square feet}
1.605 = constant

MANAGEMENT

For in-line emitter tubing:

The second factor affecting efficiency
of drip irrigation is the management of
the system. This is another term for the
scheduling of the water – run time and
frequency. Obviously, the most uniform
drip installation will not be very efficient
if the water is not properly scheduled.
For example, after a sufficient rainfall,
none of the water applied by the irrigation system will benefit the plants
because the soil is already full of water.
Likewise, if the irrigation system is
scheduled to apply more water into the
soil than it can hold, the water is not
being used efficiently.
One key reason for poor scheduling
of drip zones is the misperception that
because the emitters are applying
water in gallons per hour (as opposed
to gallons per minute), drip zones
must be applying the water at a low
precipitation rate. In a typical zone of
spray sprinklers, the precipitation rate
is 1.50 to 1.75 inches per hour. For
rotor zones, it is 0.35 to 0.75 inches
per hour. For drip zones, it is between
1.00 and 1.50 inches per hour!
It is essential to know the precipitation rate of any irrigation zone before
calculating a run time. There are two

PR = 231.1 x QgphSei x Sli

WHERE

PR = precipitation rate {inches per hour}
Qgph = flow rate

{gallons per hour}

Sei = emitter spacing {inches}
Sli = tubing spacing {inches}
231.1 = constant
For single or multiple emitter wetting
pattern or total drip area:
As an example of using a calculate PR
to figure a schedule, assume a drip zone
has emitters spaced at 12” x 12” and
the emitters have a flow rate of 0.9 gph.
Then the precipitation rate is:
PR = 231.1 x 0.9 gph12" x 12" =
207.99144 = 1.444 ⊕ 1.44 in./hr.
If the weekly irrigation water need for
the zone is 0.75 inches per week. Then
the run time is:
Run Time = 0.75 in./wk.1.44 in./hr. x
60 = 0.521 x 60 = 31.26 ⊕ 32 minutes
per week
If the regulations allows for 2 days
per week, then this zone would be
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scheduled to operate 2 start times per
week for 16 minutes per start time to
deliver 0.75 inches of water. If this same
irrigation zone were scheduled using the
typical misconception of a low precipitation rate, it might have 60 minutes of
run time per week, or more! This would
mean that at least half of the water
would be wasted, crucifying the efficiency. SCHEDULING REMINDER - The
weekly water need changes as the plant
material grows AND with every month
of the growing season!

MAINTENANCE
The third factor of efficiency is often the
most regularly forgotten. The maintenance of a drip irrigation zone is vitally
important to keep the equipment operating as it was when first installed. The
biggest obstacle to performing regular
maintenance on a drip zone is that it is hidden under the mulch. This makes most
leaks or broken components invisible.
In practical terms, there are few
methods or techniques that are effective
in determining if the drip is functioning
properly, short of watching for plant
stress. One method that has reasonable
efficacy is the practice of installing a
pop-up micro spray at the distant ends
of the drip tubing. This will allow the
system to be identified as “on” and
could provide some hints as to the
integrity of the equipment because as
the tubing gets holes in it, or emitters
are broken off or plugged, the pressure
at the pop-up micro sprays would be
20 PIPELINE

observed as having changed. Otherwise, the only alternative method to
observing pressure changes would be to
locate the ends of the tubing lines and
insert a pitot tube with a pressure gauge
into the tubing. This would require
marking the ends to they could be
found every year.
In Florida and most of the eastern
United States, the most accepted
method of plant selection is based upon
the concept of “the right plant in the
right place”. When the right shrubs are
planted in the right place, they become
established after one full season and
right trees in the right place become
established in two seasons.
With the exception of annuals and a
few plant species, a “normal” seasonal
rainfall will supply enough water to
established plants without additional irrigation. Unfortunately, “normal” is not
necessarily typical when it come to the
weather. This makes the purpose of drip
zones to not only establish the plants,
but to provide a “backup system” for
drought emergencies.
In terms of being the most efficient
with drip irrigation, it should be turned
off once the plants are established and
only turned on when drought conditions persist. If plants are not the exception (annuals and a few species), or
there is not a drought, then operating
drip on established plants is the same as
watering the driveway – no plants are
benefitted by the water.
Drip can be the most efficient irrigation method. But without optimizing
these five ingredients, drip will be the
most inefficient method:

 Optimum pressure, flow, and spacing
 Adequate size and number of emitters per plant type within a drip zone

 Deliberate schedule calculation and
adjustment

 Regularly scheduled maintenance
and observation

SALES & MARKETING

By Jeff Carowitz, Strategic Force Marketing

T

here’s no question that homeowners are increasingly turning to the
Internet for information to identify
contractors to complete projects.
Ratings and review sites like Angie’s List,
CitySearch, Yelp and Google Reviews are
making available a whole new set of information on companies and their products.
They’re also putting increased power in
the hands of consumers to make complaints, praise excellent service or vent
their anger.
In the good old days, often the best
path to hiring a qualified professional
was through a referral from a friend or
neighbor. But, what if your friends and
neighbors didn’t have a good contractor
to recommend? Now many turn to the
Internet for a wealth of information.
Do you know about rating sites like
Angie’s List? It’s a paid service available
that homeowners can join for a
22 PIPELINE

monthly fee that connects them to
real-life reviews of service providers
based on their actual experiences. Customers can read reviews and learn
about contractors from others like
themselves. According to the Nielsen
Company, consumers place almost as
much trust in these online reviews
(70% trust) as they do in referrals from
their friends (90% trust). You can see
why Angie’s List is growing so fast!
Your company is probably already on
several of these rating and review sites,
either because you’ve started a listing or
because a customer has done it for you.
You want to be aware and engaged with
what clients are saying about you in the
on-line world. If your company shines
on these forums, it can be a path to
steady calls from high-value customers.
Here’s a quick guide to leveraging
review and rating sites:

SALES & MARKETING
 Know where you stand. Check to see
whether you’re on Angie’s List, Yelp,
CitySearch and check your reviews
associated with your Google Places
profile. Read what customers are saying about you and verify that the
details (phone number, address, etc.)
of your listing are correct. Note that if
you’re not yet listed on Angie’s List,
you can submit your company information (but not a review) through
Angie’s List Company Connect. Most
reviews are usually positive, but those
that aren’t can help you address past
mistakes and/or make improvements
in your services. In some cases, you
may be able to make amends with an
upset customer and get them to
reconsider their negative comments.
 Encourage satisfied customers to
write reviews. Include a message on
the comment cards you include with
your invoices to encourage cus-

tomers to share their positive
thoughts with others. Be sure to
mention how easy it is for them to
post a Google review or to share
feedback on Angie’s List. Let them
know how important their feedback
will be to the community and how
valuable it will be for your continued
success. You can never have too
many good reviews.
Once your company has amassed a
plethora of positive reviews on-line,
you’ll find two things will happen that
will put you ahead of the crowd. First,
the top-rated contractors get the phone
calls. The better your rating, the better
you will do. Second, you can encourage
potential clients to read all of the positive comments your company has
received. What better way for them to
know they’ll get great service?
Jeff Carowitz is the leading marketing consultant to the landscape irrigation industry. Reach
him at Jeff@StrategicForceMarketing.com
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INDUSTRY PROFILE

EXPERIENCE

Bill has been married to
his wife, Jan, for 43 years
and has two daughters,
three granddaughters that
all live in Florida.

“You don’t know where you’re going
until you know where you’ve been,” is a
catch phrase that might just apply to FIS
member Bill Hagen of Hagen Irrigation,
Inc. in Altamonte Springs, FL. As one of
longest active members at the state level
--- over 40 years – Bill is always
supportive, shows up at legislature
meetings and truly cares about the
people and profession of irrigation.

How and when did you get your
start in the irrigation industry?
Started as a plumber in the Air Force in
Atlanta in 1970; my technical title was
aerospace pipe technician. After the military, I went to work for a Toro distributor.
How has the FIS evolved since you
joined in the 1970s and how has it
benefited you?
When I joined FIS, it was almost all agriculture and now it is almost all turf irrigation. There are more educational programs and written standards. The Society has also benefited me by giving me a
chance to interact and network with
other contractors… it’s nice to be able
to bounce questions and ideas around
with other irrigators.
Where do you see the future of
our industry?
More consolidations of companies offering both landscape and landscape maintenance as well as irrigation. There is
room for smaller companies that focus
on irrigation as its core offering. I see
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the need for more training to keep up
with the available technology and water
conservation, smart controllers, water
conserving devices and proper design
will continue to drive the industry.
What industry-related event are
you most proud of?
I was instrumental in forming the
first irrigation group in central Florida, which later became the Central
Florida Chapter of FIS, the first chapter of the state organization. I had
the chance to lead in movement
towards back flow certifications and
proper application utilizing the necessary equipment.
What is the one thing about you
that most people may be surprised
to know?
I used to be an avid off road enthusiast,
owning a Jeep and was a member of offroading clubs. The “signature look” of
my wearing red suspenders started
about 20 years ago….I’m easy to pick
out of the room.

TRIBAL KNOWLEDGE

By Kevin Colesworthy
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re your service calls structured in a way that encourages your client to spend a
little more money? If you’ll
take a few extra minutes to assess the
entire system, you can find a number of
things that need
improvement.
Remember, it doesn’t
have to be broken to
be replaced or
upgraded! Controllers, sprinklers,
nozzles and rain sensors have an effective
life span and you can
improve their equipment for a few dollars
more rather than simply replacing it. Practice your presentations for every possible component.
“I can hang the same controller but,
with the advancements in products, I’ll
set you up with a timer that’s designed
to address our water shortages and

TRIBAL KNOWLEDGE
restrictions. The price difference can be
replaced by the savings on your water
bill in less than year.”
“I took a minute to run through
your landscape lighting while my guys
finished up. You have several lamps
that are burned out.
Did you know that I
can replace them all
with LED lamps that
not only last longer
but save electricity?”
Consider making
a list of the things
you see. Just like the
car repair shop, go
over the list and
schedule future work
if they aren’t willing
to do it all at once. Don’t wait for them
to call you.
Follow up in a reasonable amount of
time and you get more business. Making a sale is better than writing
g a ticket.
It’s the fastest way to grow!
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By Steve Parrott, CAST Lighting

Before we get into the somewhat complex technical
discussion, rest assured that this is not unlike a game of
tennis. If you can wade through the science, I’ll reward
you with the tennis at the end. Let me introduce you to
the “Tungsten/Halogen Regenerative Cycle”.
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ungsten halogen lamps get their
name from the metal tungsten
that’s used for the filament wire
and the halogen gas (actually
iodine, bromine or a combination) that
surrounds it. As a current passes
through the wire, it heats up, the tungsten atoms vibrate wildly and electrons
and photons are released creating light.
Without the halogen gas, these excited
tungsten atoms would quickly evaporate making the filament wire thinner
and thinner until it
couldn’t handle the
current and breaks.
Also, (without the
halogen gas) the
evaporating tungsten
atoms would deposit
on the inner walls of
the lamp, blackening
them and reducing
the light output.
The presence of
halogen (very reactive gases) slows both
the evaporation of
tungsten atoms and the blackening of
the walls. It does this in a very clever
way. When the tungsten atoms leave the
filament they react with the halogen in a
cooler area of the lamp and form a
gaseous tungsten/halogen compound.
This compound floats around inside the
lamp until it eventually reaches the hot
filament and deposits the tungsten metal
there, thus extending its life. This is the
Tungsten/Halogen Regenerative Cycle.
This cycle is very much dependent on
temperature. The halogen only picks up
the tungsten in a certain low temperature range. And, it deposits it in a certain high temperature range. If the temperature (directly related to voltage)
goes too high then the halogen gas
won’t react with tungsten and the tungsten will deposit on the glass and the filament becomes thinner. If the temperature goes too low then the halogen
picks up the tungsten but won’t deposit

it, instead it (the gaseous compound)
condenses on the glass and the filament
becomes thinner. In both cases the lamp
life is reduced.
Now for the tennis, imagine Joe Tungsten with a bucket of tennis balls, hitting
them across the net to Jim Halogen. This
back and forth hitting can go for a long
time as long as Jim can comfortably run
back and forth hitting the balls. If the air
temperature drops, Jim’s hands are freezing and he can’t hit the ball. If the temperature goes too high, Jim drops from
exhaustion and the
balls sail past. In
both cases, the
bucket quickly
empties. In the
same way, halogen
gases have a certain
ideal temperature
range where they
work well. And the
temperature is
determined by
the voltage.
To summarize,
both high and low
voltages reduce lamp life. If you don’t
have one already, I suggest you invest in
a good voltmeter! Most voltmeters,
even the expensive ones, are calibrated
in the factory to have their greatest
accuracy in the 120-volt range. In the
low voltage range, these voltmeters
could be off by
as much as one
half a volt. The
CAST Volt/Amp
Meter (Model
CMETER) is calibrated for greatest accuracy in
the 12-volt
range. If your
jobs are plagued
by short lamp
life, incorrect
voltage measurement could be
the cause.
CAST CMETER
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A REAL
NO-BRAINER?
Are Smart Controllers Viable for Landscape
Water Conservation in Central Florida?
By Michael D. Dukes, Ph.D. P.E. and Stacia L. Davis, M.E. E.I.T.

Smart irrigation controller technologies are becoming more popular in
Florida. Due to increasing popularity, it is important to determine if these
technologies can be implemented widely in Florida to provide reductions
in potable water demand while maintaining good quality landscapes.
wo types of smart controllers, the
ESP-SMT (Rain Bird, Azusa, CA) ET
controller and the Watertec S100
(Baseline, Inc., Meridian, ID) soil
moisture sensor (SMS) were studied to
determine whether they can reduce irrigation application of high water users
located in unincorporated Orange
County. All participants were customers
of Orange County Utilities, which services unincorporated Orange County.
The ESP-SMT directly measures temperature and relative humidity to estimate evapotranspiration (ET) and measures rainfall using a tipping bucket rain
gauge (Fig. 1). In combination with individualized programming of landscape
characteristics for each zone, irrigation is
scheduled based on ET and rainfall. The
Watertec S100 measures volumetric
water content through time-domain-

T
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Fig. 1: The components of a Rain Bird ESP-SMT
include A) the irrigation controller that replaces
the timer and B) an independent weather station that replaces the rain sensor (still pictured)
on the roof eave.

transmissometry (TDT) technology (Fig.
2). This technology uses the electrical
properties of the soil, water air system to
determine moisture content since in

most soils water is the dominant compoed by comparing their monthly historical
nent that determines electrical resistance.
irrigation, based on 2003 to 2009 billing
The sensor bypasses scheduled irrigation
data, to estimated gross irrigation
events when the measured soil moisture
requirements. Homeowners with ratios of
is greater than the threshold.
irrigation to the estimated requirement
The study design includes five treatgreater than 1.5 (i.e. 50% more irrigation
ments where four treatments received
than necessary) and less than 4 narrowed
one of the smart technologies and
recruitment to customers with habitual
exemptions from watering restrictions.
over-irrigation while eliminating outliers
The final treatment is a
with extenuating cir“typical” irrigation syscu
cumstances
(ratio > 4).
tem and landscape. All
Out of the 843
homes have dedicated
re
respondents
to the
irrigation meters.
sig
sign-up
questionnaire,
Half of the particiho
homeowners
were
pants receiving smart
im
immediately
removed
technologies also paras potential particiticipated in an on-site
pa
pants
if they did not
training session that
ha an automatic irrihave
included programming
ga
gation
system using
optimization and supth potable water supthe
plementary educationpl Additional requireply.
al materials. For the
m
ments
included owning
ET controllers, general
th home for more
the
programming changes
th two years and
than
made during the onbe
being
a year-round ressite visit included limitid
ident.
Additionally,
ing irrigation to three
s
some
homeowners
days per week and
c
chose
to be removed
Fig. 2: The Baseline Watertec S100
customizing applicafrom the study due to
soil moisture sensor was buried in the
ground and the sensor controller was
tion rates and plant
misunderstanding the
added to the current timer to bypass
types. The on-site
program or commitirrigation events when the soil was
training session for
ment requirements of
too wet.
SMS involved updatthe study.
ing timer settings to
apply 0.25 inches of irrigation, twice per
day, three days per week, unless
bypassed by the sensor. Additionally, the
installer was asked to bury the sensor by
inserting into the soil column at a 3inch depth for all cooperators selected
to receive the on-site visit. Those with
SMS but did not receive an on-site visit
were installed using the contractorselected methodology that included
loosely packing the soil around the sensor in a hole at a 6 inch depth (Fig. 3).
Potential cooperators for this study
included customers with excessive irrigaFig. 3: The Baseline Watertec S100 soil moistion. High irrigation users within uninture sensor was buried in a trench at a 6 inch
corporated Orange County were targetdepth chosen by the irrigation contractor.
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From the remaining respondents still
eligible, potential cooperators were
grouped to facilitate site visits and to
avoid weather variability which could
occur with sites too far from one another. Irrigation evaluations were performed to determine current timer
schedules, any problems with the systems, and irrigated areas for more accurate predicted irrigation ratios. Potential
cooperators were removed if they had a
major problem or multiple minor problems with the irrigation system. Minor
problems included issues that produce
low volume losses such as sprinkler leaks
or clogs whereas major problems included issues that produce high volume losses, faulty wiring, or solenoid problems.
Cooperators were selected from
within nine location clusters in Orange
County where six locations were predominantly flatwoods soils and the
remaining three locations were considered sandy soils. The six flatwoods locations contained all five treatments replicated four times totaling twenty cooperators per location. Not enough cooperators were available in the sandy soil
locations resulting in modified treatments. At two locations, the technology treatments without the on-site visit
were removed leaving two treatments
that each received technologies and onsite visits and the monitored only group.
One sandy soil location had enough
cooperators for all treatments, but the
monitored only group had three replications instead of four. Overall, there were

a total of 167 cooperators and treatments were installed from 23 March
2011 through 23 February 2012.
Of the 291 evaluated homes, the
average number of zones per home was
4.4 and the average area per zone was
1,050 ft2. A majority of the potential
cooperators follow the day of the week
watering restrictions with a maximum of
10% in violation at any one location.
This suggests that following watering
restrictions is important to homeowners
in unincorporated Orange County.
There were a total of 424 minor
problems and 61 major problems found
across all 291 evaluated homes (see
Table 1). Though there were some
homes that did not have any problems,
many homes had multiple minor problems indicating maintenance neglect.
Common locations for minor problems
were along high traffic areas like the
roadway, sidewalk, and driveway.
Though there were fewer major problems, most homes that had a major
problem also had multiple minor problems. Potential cooperators that had
major and minor problems and were
reluctant to fix them or the problems
were long term issues were removed
from the study. Potential cooperators
that had multiple minor problems but
had good landscape quality were asked
to make repairs to their system to remain
in the study. Improper maintenance of
irrigation systems such as neglect of broken sprinkler heads or pipe leaks can significantly increase average household
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Table 1: Count of major and minor problems found when evaluating potential cooperators.
Location

Number
Evaluated

Number in
Treatment

Minor
Problems

Major
Problems

Hunters Creek Area

54
37
29
28
96

40
19
15
20
60

58
54
36
34
183

10
7
8
2
22

Sweetwater Country Club
(Apopka)

16

13

17

7

Not grouped

31
291

0
167

42
424

5
61

Keenes Pointe Area
N. Tanner Rd. Area
Turtle Creek Area
Waterford Lakes Area

Totals

water consumption over time. There
was significantly more maintenance
issues found during irrigation evaluations
than was expected. Many homeowners
would benefit from regular maintenance
on an annual or semi-annual basis.
Initial results suggest that the smart
technologies are applying significantly less
irrigation than the comparison homes
with the SMS treatments exhibiting the
most water savings. Irrigation application
for the comparison group in some loca-

tions averaged the annual irrigation
requirement, calculated from historical ET
and rainfall, within only a few months’
time. Currently, there seems to be no significant differences in irrigation application
as a result of the on-site training. However, these results are preliminary since initial
data collection efforts contain only a few
months of data. Data collection will continue for a minimum of one year to evaluate overall performance under various
weather conditions common in Florida.
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Membership year: January 1, 2013
I am: A New Member

–

Send to:
Florida Irrigaon Society
722 Vassar Street
Orlando, Florida 32804

December 31, 2013

Renewing my Membership

Please make check payable to: Florida Irrigation Society Or To Pay By Credit Card Go To:

hp://www.ﬁsstate.org/registraon.html#MembershipDues

Company: __________________________________________________________ Phone: ________________________
Name: ____________________________________________________________ Fax: ____________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________ City: ___________________________
State: ______________Zip: ________________________ County: _____________ Email: __________________________
Select the Chapter you will be aﬃliated:
_____ Central Florida
_____ Palm Beach
_____ Dade/Broward
_____ Southwest Florida
_____ Northeast Florida
_____ Tampa Bay
_____ Northwest Florida
_____ Volusia County

Please indicate your Category and enclose relevant dues :
Annual Dues
____ A Manufacturer
$330.00
____ B Distributor
$275.00
____ C Contractor
$200.00
____ D Consultant, P.E., L.A.
$200.00
____ E Irrigaon System Operator $200.00
____ F Associate
$50.00
____ G Technical
$50.00
____ H Student
$10.00
____ I Supporng
$100.00

Helpful Category Informaon:
*Associate Members are employees of
current FIS Member firms in categories A-E.

*Technical Members are individuals
employed by educational institutions or governmental
agencies.
*Students retain all Membership rights except
voting Representation.
*Supporting Members are individuals that wish to be
members that are not in the irrigation industry. (Example:
Insurance Agents, Auto Dealers, etc.)

Please tell us about yourself so we can beer serve your speciﬁc industry needs:
___
Installer of Irrigaon Systems
___ Registered Professional Engineer
___
Distributor in irrigaon equipment
___ Registered Landscape Architect
___
Irrigaon System Design only
___ Cerﬁed IA Designer
___
Manufacturer
___ Cerﬁed Landscape Irrigaon Auditor
___
Well Driller
___ Landscape Contractors
___
Operator or Irrigaon Systems
___ Other Cerﬁcaons: ___________________________
___________________________________________

If your business is located in a county that requires an irrigaon contractor license through tesng, please provide your
license number(s) and counes for Membership Directory lisng.
License #: _____________________
License #: _____________________
License #: _____________________
_______________________________
License #: _____________________
ApplicantLicense
Signature
Date
#: &_____________________

County: __________________
County: __________________
County: __________________
_____________________________________
County: __________________
Sponsor Signature
& Date
County:
__________________

_________________________________________
Applicant Signature & Date
Questions? Call the Society at 813-839-4601 or visit our Web site at www.fisstate.org

Florida Irrigation Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 13502
Tampa, FL 33681

